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Advice for the Hand Cleaning of Viridian DecorMirror™ 

 
Mirrors are spectacular glass items used in areas where good looks are 
required. A clean mirror looks spectacular and a dirty mirror is far from 
impressive. The highly reflective nature of mirror highlights any marks and the 
presence of any scratches on the mirror. So it is important that a mirror is 
correctly cleaned to ensure it maintains its appearance and is not scratched or 
damaged by the cleaning process. 
 
 
Routine Cleaning:  
 
Recommended Cleaning Products:  
 

• Methylated spirits: This must be used strictly in accordance with 
manufacturer’s recommendations and warnings. 

 
 
Cleaning Procedure:  
 

• While cleaning ensure jewellery and watches are removed and gloves 
should be worn.   

• Wipe a few drops of Methylated Spirits over the surface with a clean, 
damp cloth.  

• Wipe over the surface, ensuring no spillage around the edges. 

• Polish the surface dry with a lint free cloth.  
 
Do not use cleaners such as steel wool, scouring bristles or other metallic or 
abrasive materials as this may scratch the glass. 

 
Some proprietary glass cleaners, if used to excess, can cause damage to the 
backing as can excessive amounts of water. Make certain when cleaning the 
face of the Viridian DecorMirror™ that there is no contact with the backing, 
particularly at the edge of the glass and be careful to keep any moisture away 
from the backing of Viridian DecorMirror™. Do everything possible to ensure 
that the cleaning cloths used are free of any abrasives. 
 
 
About This Cleaning Advice: 
 
This information is offered as a general guide only and specific advice should 
always be sought from a reputable glazier or professional window cleaner 
before undertaking any cleaning. This guidance does not preclude the use of 
other methods, materials or equipment, however the user should undertake 



 

careful evaluation and make suitable enquiries of the suitability of alternative 
methods, materials or equipment, before using them.  
 
Viridian has taken all reasonable care in producing this document, however 
Viridian makes no representations or warranties, express or implied, as to the 
accuracy, reliability or completeness of, and disclaims all liability, direct or 
indirect (and whether or not arising out of the negligence, default or lack of 
care of Viridian for any loss or damage (whether foreseeable or not)) suffered 
by the recipient or any other person arising out of, or in connection with, any 
use or reliance by any of them on this document. Liability which cannot legally 
be excluded is limited to the maximum extent possible.  
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